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Company: Euro-Projects Recruitment Ltd

Location: Tadley

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Welder Fabricator

* Skilled Sheet Metal position that involves fabrication and wider welding processes.

* Day shift role – 8:00am to 4:00pm Mon – Thurs, 8:00am to 3:00pm Fri.

We are currently working with an established engineering manufacturer to help recruit for a

skilled Sheet Metal Worker or Welder Fabricator. The position has been created due to

growth. Chance to be part of a smaller, friendly working team. Excellent work culture.

Salary: c£30,000 to £36,000 depending on experience. The company have an internal grading

system to show how you can progress.

This Sheet Metal Worker job will suit:

* A skilled Welder Fabricator / Sheet Metal Worker who is comfortable to working across

different projects.

* TIG and MIG or Laser welding is an advantage.

* Scope to use wider machinery / learn new skills. Wider sheet metal experience would be
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useful, but not essential.

* Being able to develop junior members / sign off own work warrants the higher salary range.

The Welder Fabricator job’s working environment, opportunities and rewards:

* Opportunity to join an established business. The culture is very friendly and very supportive.

* Modern, clean facility that have invested in developing the business.

* Fixed day shift with scope to progress.

* Small, friendly team culture.

The Sheet Metal Worker job will involve:

* Ensuring that production schedules are met.

* TIG and / or MIG welding. We are ok with light / minimal experience around this if you

are more of a fabricator by trade,

* Designing and creating welding fixtures to improve efficiency

* Validate your own and others work to ensure they meet the required specification.

* Setting up and operating fabrication equipment

* Assisting with the development of apprentice/s and new starters.

This job is commutable from Tadley, Basingstoke, Aldershot.

To apply please contact Joe Parker at Euro Projects Recruitment Ltd.



Visit the Euro Projects Recruitment website to search our latest permanent, contract and

interim vacancies.

“Please note that if you are not contacted within the next ten days then your application, on

this occasion, has not been successful. We thank you for taking the time to apply.”

This job is posted by Euro Projects Recruitment, a recruitment consultancy specialising in

engineering and manufacturing appointments from tool room to boardroom. We combine over

100 years of technical knowledge and recruitment expertise to introduce the best candidates

to the best companies. We are passionate about your future and persistent in our efforts

to secure you the right job.

Reference: JP-SMWTAD
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